To whom it may concern:
For gun violence prevention, these are my ideas:
As the arms and weapons are already out there, there are measures that need to be taken. Given our
culture, some are more realistic to implement NOW. Violence is in our culture already, we need to
remove as many deadly artifacts from our hands as possible. Guns are designed to kill. Period. There are
no comparison to cars or any other artifacts. Guns are designed and manufacture for kill.
- ban war-style weapons, I’m not an expert on weapons and don’t want to be. But I know that for
hunting or self-defense you don’t need those kind of weapons.
Reinstate and strengthen the federal ban on the sale of military-style assault rifles
Ban the sale of high-capacity ammunition magazines that kill many people quickly
Require universal criminal and mental-health background checks for all firearm buyers
Prohibit sales of bullets that shatter inside the body. Limit the sale of bullets.
Require gun-safety training for all buyers of firearms
Track the arms and weapons.
Limit the places where you can get legally a firearm or gun. And make it difficult to get bullets!!!!
We need a database to learn what it’s going on!!! There’s no central complete database!!!
Free yourselves on the government of the money received from the NRA, that lobby etc.
Strengthen the violence rating in movies, video games and apps. Limit the access to minors and young
people. It’s intolerable the violence our population consume on the media every day without control.
Education programs for parents and educators and restrictions would be put in place. Whatever. I don’t
know what it is. But I do know that I opted many years ago (25) to stop making the TV the center of my
home and my family gatherings, dinner etc, because it’s only violence violence and violence, on news,
movies, cartoons etc etc etc. We need to reduce the violence in our culture. Don’t let the media of any
kind celebrate violence.
PLEASE PROTECT THE PEOPLE, NOT THE GUNS!!!!
Thank you!
Beatriz Delgado
Norwalk, CT

